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TRANSFORM HEALTHCARE THROUGH DIGITAL SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

ABOUT GESTALT

BECAUSE

DAYS MATTER

WHY CHOOSE US?

Pathologists use the fully-
integrated PathFlow® platform in
clinical routine to diagnose* and
share slides
Research & life sciences facilities
use the platform to conduct
studies
Adoption of digital pathology
enables AI deployment

Digital Workflow Solution
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GESTALTDIAGNOSTICS.COM

TALK TO GESTALT 

In Speed of Diagnosis* 
In TAT
In the Lives of Patients

Increase speed & accuracy of
diagnosis*
Enables development of
advanced biomarkers
Access from within the native
digital pathology environment

Gestalt transforms healthcare through PathFlow , an intelligent,
configurable, and vendor-agnostic digital workflow with fully-
integrated custom Artificial Intelligence solutions, AI image
analysis, and machine learning. Coupled with our professional
IT services, healthcare entities will increase accuracy, improve
efficiency, and optimize workflow to achieve faster and more
accurate patient outcomes. 

Artificial Intelligence

Specialized integration team deals
with complex technical
infrastructure of LIS, EMR, EHR,
slide scanners, and databases
Vendor-agnostic offering for
scanners & AI
Consultation projects lead to
upselling of workflow & AI

Professional IT Services

Gestalt offers all-inclusive pathology for the full breadth of
digital pathology adoption which includes: AI solutions to aid 
in patient diagnosis* and pharma/drug development, complete
workflows that support dynamic research and clinical use, and
seamless interoperability facilitating data exchange across the
healthcare infrastructure. Gestalt sells directly into health
systems and labs, as well as to competitors seeking to fill 
menu gaps and workflow solutions. Leading pathology AI
companies partner with Gestalt for its comprehensive suite 
of workflow capabilities and distribution channels. 

ELEVATING DIGITAL HEALTHCARE

Transforming Pathology: PathFlow  platform
enables scalability, global access, AI integration,
sharing, and archival for clinical, research, and
education purposes.

Leveraging AI: Custom solutions enabling faster
turnaround times, improved accuracy, biomarker
discovery, faster drug development, and precise
matching of drugs to patients.

Gestalt's Customers: Healthcare systems,
laboratories, pharmaceutical companies, academic
institutions, medical research, and pathology &
physician groups.

*Research Use Only (RUO) unless following CAP guidelines for LDT.
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